Summary. Consensus is one of the most fundamental problems in the context of fault-tolerant distributed computing. The problem consists, given a set of processes having each an initial value v G , in deciding among on a common value v. In 1985, Fischer, Lynch and Paterson proved that the consensus problem is not solvable in an asynchronous system subject to a single process crash. In 1991, Chandra and Toueg showed that, by augmenting the asynchronous system model with a well defined unreliable failure detector, consensus becomes solvable. They also give an algorithm that solves consensus using the S failure detector. In this paper we propose a new consensus algorithm, also using the S failure detector, that is more efficient than the Chandra-Toueg consensus algorithm. We measure efficiency by introducing the notion of latency degree, which defines the minimal number of communication steps needed to solve consensus. The Chandra-Toueg algorithm has a latency degree of 3 (it requires at least three communication steps), whereas our early consensus algorithm requires only two communication steps (latency degree of 2). We believe that this is an interesting result, which adds to our current understanding of the cost of consensus algorithms based on S.
Introduction
Consensus is one of the most fundamental problems in the context of fault-tolerant distributed computing. The problem is defined on a set of processes: each process p G 3 starts with an initial value v G , and the processes in have to agree on a common outcome value v, such that v is the initial value of one of the processes in . The consensus problem is commonly classified as an ''agreement'' problem. Other well known agreement problems are the total *Research supported by the ''Fonds national suisse'' under contract number 21-43196.95 order broadcast problem (also called atomic broadcast), in which the processes have to agree on the delivery order of messages [9] , and the atomic commitment problem, in which the processes have to agree on the outcome commit/abort of a transaction [1] .
The consensus problem is considered to be a difficult problem. The difficulty has been pointed out by Fischer, Lynch and Paterson, who showed that consensus is not solvable in an asynchronous system subject to even a single process crash [7] . The Fischer-Lynch-Paterson impossibility result has led to the introduction of randomization techniques in order to solve the consensus problem [4] ; it has also led to consider other system models such as partial synchrony [5, 6] . A summary of these approaches can be found in [3] .
A significant step towards a general solution of the consensus problem was accomplished in 1991 by the introduction of the notion of failure detector [3] . Chandra and Toueg showed that, by augmenting the asynchronous system model with a well defined unreliable failure detector, consensus becomes solvable. A failure detector can be seen as a set of (failure detector) modules FD G , one module FD G being attached to every process p G in the system. Each failure detector module FD G maintains a list of processes that it currently suspects to have crashed. Chandra and Toueg characterize the failure detectors by two properties: completeness and accuracy. Informally, completeness requires that the failure detector eventually suspects every crashed process, while accuracy restricts the false suspicions that a failure detector can make. Chandra and Toueg introduce various failure detectors, among others the Eventually ¼eak failure detector, denoted W, and the Eventually Strong failure detector, denoted S. We come back to the properties that characterize these failure detectors in the next section. It is, however, important to mention that W is the weakest failure detector for solving consensus in asynchronous systems [2] .
In this paper we give a new consensus algorithm that is more efficient than the Chandra-Toueg consensus algorithm based on S. We measure efficiency by introducing the notion of latency degree, which defines the minimal number of communication steps needed by an algorithm A to solve a problem P. In the absence of failure, and assuming that the failure detector makes very few mistakes, the latency degree gives an indication of the minimal delay incurred by A to solve P. To illustrate the latency degree measure, consider the atomic commitment problem [1] : the classical two phase commit protocol (or 2PC) has a latency degree of 3 (the protocol requires at least 3 communication steps), whereas the three phase commit protocol (or 3PC) [11] has a latency degree of 5 (the protocol requires at least 5 communication steps).
The Chandra-Toueg algorithm for solving consensus with the S failure detector has a latency degree of 4. A trivial optimization may however reduce the latency degree of the algorithm from 4 to 3 (see Sect. 4.3). Thus we consider that the Chandra-Toueg consensus algorithm using S has a latency degree of 3. The early consensus algorithm given in the paper, which also uses the S failure detector, has a latency degree of 2. We believe that this is an interesting result, which adds to our current understanding of the cost of consensus algorithms based on S.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system model, defines the latency degree measure, the consensus problem, and the properties of the S and W failure detectors. Section 3 gives an overview of the Chandra-Toueg consensus algorithm, and introduces our early consensus algorithm. The complete algorithm and its proof are given in Sect. 4. Section 4 also analyses the cost of both algorithms, in terms of latency degree and number of messages. We conclude the paper with Sect. 5.
System model and definitions

System model
We consider a set of n processes "+ p , p , 2 , p L , completely connected through a set of channels. Processes fail by crashing (we do not consider Byzantine failures). A correct process is a process that does not crash in an infinite run. Communication is by message passing, asynchronous and reliable:
-''asynchrony'' means that there is no bound on communication delays, nor on relative process speeds; -''reliability'' means that a message sent by a process p G to a process p H is eventually received by p H , if p H is correct (i.e. does not crash).
The concept of latency degree allows us to avoid the ambiguous notion of number of phases of an algorithm The S failure detector is equivalent to the W failure detector, see [3] . The consensus algorithm becomes simpler using S rather than W The early consensus algorithm is proven with a weaker channel assumption: a message sent by a process p G to a process p H is eventually received by p H , if p H and p G are both correct A process p G 3 may (1) send a message to another process, (2) receive a message sent by another process, (3) perform some local computation, or (4) crash. We note f the maximum number of processes of that can be subject to crash failures, and we assume that there is always a majority of correct processes in , i.e. f(" "/2 (or f(n/2).
Consensus
In the consensus problem, every process p G 3 initially proposes a value v G taken from a set of possible values, and the processes in have to decide on some value v such that the following properties hold [3] :
¹ermination. Each correct process eventually decides.
»alidity. If a process decides v, then v was proposed by some process.
Agreement.
No two correct processes decide differently.
The Agreement condition allows incorrect processes to decide differently from correct processes. In this paper we consider uniform consensus, defined by the ºniform Agreement property:
ºniform Agreement. No two processes (correct or not) decide differently.
It has been shown that any algorithm that solves the consensus problem using the failure detector S (see Sect. 2.3), also solves the uniform consensus problem [8] .
In particular, the Chandra-Toueg consensus algorithm based on the S failure detector solves uniform consensus.
Failure detectors
We recall briefly some definitions taken from [3] Eventually ¼eak. W. The W failure detector satisfies the two following properties:
In [3] it is shown that without this assumption consensus cannot be solved using S in asynchronous systems (1) weak completeness: eventually every crashed process is permanently suspected by some correct process, and (2) eventual weak accuracy: there is a time after which some correct process is not suspected by any correct process.
Eventually Strong. S. The S failure detector satisfies the two following properties:
(1) strong completeness: eventually every crashed process is permanently suspected by every correct process, and (2) eventual weak accuracy: there is a time after which some correct process is not suspected by any correct process.
W is the weakest failure detector that makes it possible to solve consensus in an asynchronous system [2] . Moreover, as W: S [3] , the same result holds for S. In the following, we consider the S failure detector.
Latency degree
The cost of a distributed algorithm is sometimes expressed in terms of number of phases. Instead of this cost measure, we introduce the notion of latency degree that we believe is less ambiguous. The latency degree can easily be defined using a slight variation of Lamport's logical clock [10] . Consider Lamport's logical clock, with the following rules: We are specifically interested here in algorithms that solve agreement problems. Consensus and atomic commitment are typical examples of agreement problems. The events by which processes decide play a key role in the runs of agreement algorithms, and we are interested in the timestamp of the decision events, i.e. the time-stamp of the events by which processes decide. Given a run R A generated by an agreement algorithm A, we define the latency of A as the largest time-stamp of all decide events (at most one per process) in the run R A . As an example, consider the following algorithm: (1) process p 3 sends initially a message m to , and (2) every process p H 9p , upon reception of m, sends the message ack(m) to p . Process p decides as soon as it receives ack(m) from a majority of processes, and no other process decides. This algorithm is usually called a one phase algorithm. It has a latency of 2.
An agreement algorithm A can generate runs with different latencies. Consider for example the ChandraToueg consensus algorithm using S: depending on the failures, and on the suspicions, the number of rounds needed to complete the algorithm can vary, and thus the latency can also vary from one run to another. We define the latency degree of an agreement algorithm A as the minimal latency of A over all possible runs R A that can be produced by A. The minimal latency is typically obtained in a run in which no suspicions are generated, which is the most frequent case.
With this measure, the Chandra-Toueg consensus algorithm using S has a latency degree of 4 (which can actually be reduced to a latency degree of 3 by a trivial optimization, see Sect. 4.3), and our early consensus algorithm has a latency degree of 2 (see Sect. 4.3). Moreover, the two phase commit protocol (or 2PC) [1] has a latency degree of 3, and the three phase commit protocol [11] has a latency degree of 5.
The Chandra-Toueg vs the early consensus algorithm
In this section we briefly outline the Chandra-Toueg consensus algorithm using the S failure detector (or CT algorithm to abbreviate), and sketch our early consensus algorithm. The complete consensus algorithm, its proof, the analysis of its latency degree and of its cost in number of messages, are given in Sect. 4.
Overview of the CT algorithm
The CT algorithm is based on the rotating coordinator paradigm [3] . The computation proceeds in asynchronous rounds. Every process in knows that, during round r, the coordinator p A is process number (r mod n)#1. In round r, all the messages are sent to, and received from, the current coordinator p A . Every process p G maintains a variable estimate G which denotes p G 's estimate of the decision value: estimate G is initially set to p G 's initial value v G , and is updated during the execution of the consensus protocol, until a decision is reached. In every round r, the algorithm is as follows:
1. at the beginning of round r, every process p G sends estimate G to the current coordinator p A ; 2. the coordinator p A waits to receive the estimate from a majority of processes, updates its estimate according to the estimates received (the coordinator chooses the estimate that has been updated in the most recent round), and broadcasts its new estimate; 3. a process p G waits either (1) to receive the new estimate from the coordinator, or (2) to suspect the coordinator. In the first case, p G adopts the estimate received, sends ack to the coordinator, and proceeds to the next round. In the second case, p G does not change its estimate, sends a negative acknowledgement nack to the coordinator, and also proceeds to the next round;
4. the coordinator waits to receive either ack or nack from a majority of processes. If the coordinator has received the acks from a majority of processes, its current estimate becomes the decision value, and the coordinator reliably broadcasts the decision to all. Otherwise, the coordinator proceeds to the next round.
The algorithm satisfies the following property, which ensures the ºniform Agreement property of the uniform consensus problem. Once a majority of processes have adopted estimate A proposed by the coordinator p A of round r (i.e. once a majority of processes have sent ack to the coordinator), then the value estimate A is ''locked'': no other value can become the decision value.
We discuss the latency degree of the CT algorithm, and its cost in number of messages in Sect. 4, when comparing it with our algorithm.
Overview of the early consensus algorithm
The early consensus algorithm is also based on the rotating coordinator paradigm, and similarly, every process p G manages a variable estimate G . In round r, the coordinator p A tries to impose its estimate as the decision value. However no acks are used to reach a decision. Instead, when a process p G receives estimate A , it forwards estimate A to all. A process decides on estimate A as soon as it has received estimate A from a majority of processes. In other words, the decision can be taken in round r as follows: This property ensures the ºniform Agreement property of the uniform consensus problem: if some process has decided estimate A in round r, then in any round r'r the decision can be on no other value than estimate A .
The early consensus algorithm
The algorithm
The complete consensus algorithm is given in Fig. 1 From phase 1 to phase 2 (lines 31-37). If no process suspects the coordinator in phase 1, then the decision value is the estimate of the coordinator. If a process p G suspects the coordinator at line 31 (notation: coord
, suspicion) to all (line 32), indicating that p G suspects the coordinator of round r G . Once a process p G knows that the coordinator is suspected by a majority of processes, then p G proceeds to phase 2 (line 36). Moreover, upon proceeding to phase 2, p G sends ( p G , r G , 2, estimate G ) to all (line 37). The reception of this message at line 38 forces a process to phase 2 (line 40); upon proceeding to phase 2, every process p G similarly sends ( p G , r G , 2, estimate G ) to all (line 41). The condition ''phase G "1'' at line 40, prevents a process that has already sent ( p G , r G , 2, estimate G ) to all at line 37, from sending the same message twice. A message sent by p G to all is also received by p G Fig. 1 . Early consensus algorithm: code for a process p G
The proofs
Preliminary lemmas
We start by proving five lemmas (Lemmas 4.1 to 4.5) that will help in proving the correctness of the early consensus algorithm of Fig. 1 . In these lemmas, we say that process p G decides v in round of the early consensus algorithm, if either (1) p G decides at line 30 of Fig. 1 Proof. The proof is by induction on the round number . i) Base step: "0.
Assume that no correct process decides in round 0. We prove the following successive results: i1) At least one correct process eventually proceeds from phase 1 to phase 2 of round 0. i2) Each correct process eventually proceeds from phase 1 to phase 2 of round 0. i3) Each correct process eventually proceeds from phase 2 of round 0 to round 1.
Proof of i1).
We prove the result by showing that ''no correct process decides in round 0'' and ''no correct process proceeds to phase 2 of round 0'' lead to a contradiction.
Assume that no correct process decides in round 0, and that no correct process proceeds to phase 2 of round 0: we first prove that (a) there is at least one correct process that never receives any ''estimate'' message at line 22. 
Proof of (a)
.
ii) Induction step
Assume that no correct process decides in round r6 #1. We have to prove that, in this case, each correct process eventually proceeds to round #2.
If no correct process decides in round r6 #1, then trivially no correct process decides in round r6 . By the induction hypothesis, each correct process eventually proceeds to round #1. We have to prove that, if no correct process decides in round #1, then all the correct processes eventually proceed to round #2.
The proof is identical to the proof of the base case "0 (with #1 instead of 0, and #2 instead of 1), and will thus not be reproduced. The proof consists similarly of the following steps:
ii1) At least one correct process eventually proceeds from phase 1 to phase 2 of round #1.
ii2) Each correct process eventually proceeds from phase 1 to phase 2 of round #1.
ii3) Each correct process eventually proceeds from phase 2 of round #1 to round #2. ) detector S. In the best case scenario, the algorithm solves consensus in two communication steps, which is called a ''latency degree of 2''. In comparison, the Chandra-Toueg consensus algorithm has a latency degree of 4, which can be improved through a trivial optimization to a latency degree of 3. Thus our early consensus algorithm requires one less communication step than the Chandra-Toueg consensus algorithm. This result is not only of theoretical interest. It is also of practical consequence for consensus related problems, e.g. atomic broadcast, also called total order broadcast (see for example [9] ). Consider the atomic broadcast of message m to , initiated by p G 3 . The reduction of atomic broadcast to consensus requires 1 communication step, needed to broadcast m to [3] . In other words, when using the early consensus algorithm, atomic broadcast has a latency degree of 3: 1 communication step for the reduction of atomic broadcast to consensus, and two communication steps for consensus.
To conclude, we think that the existence of a consensus algorithm with a low latency degree should contribute to demystify consensus. Hopefully, this will lead to consider consensus as it should be, i.e. as a basic building block for implementing fault-tolerant distributed systems, rather than just an interesting problem for theoreticians.
